
Emma Halleen 
Los Angeles, CA  |  651-600-6086  
emma@themillionth.com 
 

Experienced writer with video editing and on set experience. Background of writing  promotional content, 
activist messaging, and episodic fictional stories. I have been a part of several writers groups and worked as a 
writing mentor for kids with significant disadvantage in an effort to empower them with storytelling. I have a fervent 
belief that stories hold the key to change and my work within various spheres of writing has proven that story has 
the power to emotionally open someone's mind in a way facts can’t.  It is with this knowledge that I write copy for 
myself and clients in a way that optimizes their messaging and connects to the audience.  

 
SKILLS    

● Experienced in writing rooms 
● Organized and efficient worker  
● Responsible and directable 
● Thrives in fast-paced environment 
● Steaming and sewing clothing 

 
WORK EXPERIENCE  

● Adobe Premiere Pro, photoshop and lightroom 
proficient 

● Final Cut proficient and Davinci Resolve proficient  
● Flexible schedule capability  
● Final Draft, Celtx and Writerduet Proficient 

 

Head Writer of HUSHpodcast, 09/2015-08/2018 
       StoryArk Network - Stillwater, MN 

● Oversaw and was a part of writing with people diverse in views and representation. The whole point was to come together and create a 
story we all felt seen in. The result was a science fiction podcast that dealt with grief, friendship and sexuality. 

● Wrote a 20 minute episode bi-weekly. So I am familiar with fast paced but quality work. 
Remote, Video Editor and Programmer, 06/2016 - 2020  

StoryArk -  Stillwater, MN 
● Captures and edits programming for education and promotional purposes.  
● Main editor for 2020 StoryArk Zoom Festival showcasing high-profile professionals in the entertainment industry and 

students' art work with the purpose of sharing perspective and education for youth.  
Executive Assistant, 09/2017 - 2018  

Uncultured American -  Los Angeles, CA 
● Manages day-to-day tasks such as coordinating communications, scheduling meetings, preparing agendas, and 

providing general administrative support  
● Maintains acting profiles, assists in email communications, coordinates between business, artistic and personal 

calendars 
Camera Operator, 12/2019 - 4/2019 

The Creation Station Studios - Los Angeles, CA 
● Collaborates and coaches high level talent to shoot and edit professional self tapes  
● Experience with Black Magic Design Cinema Camera, production lighting, and quick editing 

Lobby Assistant, 10/2019 
Christina’s Casting - Los Angeles, CA 
● Coordinated times, schedules and check-ins between the casting office and actors  
● Communicated with various talent pools in regards to upcoming casting  

Freelance Content Creator,  01/2018 - Present 
The Millionth - Los Angeles, CA  www.themillionth.com 
● In charge of writing and pitching quality content that fits the purpose of intended client. 
● Created questions and copy for various freelance jobs that have specialized in promotion and in spreading and inspiring 

messages.  
  PRODUCTION EXPERIENCE:  
Production Assistant Avalanche Productions Los Angeles,CA 
Set Production Assistant Space Oddity Los Angeles, CA 
Art Department Assistant In The Moment Productions Los Angeles, CA 
1st AD The Millionth Los Angeles, CA 
Set Production Assistant GC Films Los Angeles, CA 
Production Coordinator StoryArk Productions Minneapolis, MN 
Podcast Head Writer HUSH Podcast Minneapolis, MN 
1st AD Cutaway Productions Stillwater, MN  


